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The charter of SRC is to advance both the state of knowledge and the state of the art in computer
systems. From our establishment in 1984, we have performed basic and applied research to support
Digital’s business objectives. Our current work includes exploring distributed personal computing on
multiple platforms, networking, programming technology, system modeling and management techniques,
and selected applications.
Our strategy is to test the technical and practical value of our ideas by building hardware and software
prototypes and using them as daily tools. Interesting systems are too complex to be evaluated solely in
the abstract; extended use allows us to investigate their properties in depth. This experience is useful in
the short term in refining our designs, and invaluable in the long term in advancing our knowledge. Most
of the major advances in information systems have come through this strategy, including personal
computing, distributed systems, and the Internet.
We also perform complementary work of a more mathematical flavor. Some of it is in established fields
of theoretical computer science, such as the analysis of algorithms, computational geometry, and logics
of programming. Other work explores new ground motivated by problems that arise in our systems
research.
We have a strong commitment to communicating our results; exposing and testing our ideas in the
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university researchers.
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Authors’ Abstract
The Virtual Book Project explored the use of a prototype electronic reading
appliance to replace paper as the medium for reading and browsing a wide
variety of material. The research hypothesis was that the relevant technologies
for high-resolution flat panel displays and the associated storage, processing and
communication components were reaching thresholds that enabled them to
compete successfully with paper for sustained reading. Our research strategy was
to build and deploy a dozen prototype units, gaining hands-on experience with
the issues involved in their use.
Our experience with the Lectrice prototype shows that reading appliances are
indeed crossing the threshold to practicality, but that a number of challenges
remain to make these devices fully competitive with some of the more subtle
advantages of paper. At the same time, the inherent advantages of electronic
media make the long-term prospects for reading appliances very compelling.
This report describes Lectrice, summarizes the lessons learned about both
software and hardware, and poses some of the questions that need to be
addressed for the promise of reading appliances to be fully realized.
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Introduction

Computers are machines that you can’t write without, and can’t read with.1 Challenged by this
observation, the Virtual Book project set out to use emerging technology to build a platform to
investigate aspects of on-line reading. The principal goal was to produce a device that would provide as
many of the conveniences of paper as possible, supplemented with features that could be provided only
by electronic documents. Our hope was to make on-line reading an attractive activity for books,
magazines, papers, and other documents that are read today primarily on paper. It was our belief that flat
panel displays were passing thresholds in both size and resolution that would allow comfortable reading
for extended periods. The displays that passed these thresholds were novel and expensive at the start of
the project in 1994, but they are now produced in volume. Once we had built our prototype, we carried
out informal studies of its use. These convinced us that reading and browsing on-line is not only possible
on the sort of device we had built, but it is often the preferred way of accessing and reading the
documents we use in our everyday work.
Reading text on stationary computer screens is generally too unpleasant to be acceptable for documents
of even moderate length. Most people print out documents longer than a page or two, rather than
struggling to read them on-line. A preceding project, called Virtual Paper [Birrell95], started addressing
this problem by designing software that would improve on-line reading on a desktop computer. This
project used four key approaches. Gray-scale and sub-pixel character positioning were used to enhance
the on-screen appearance of text. The speed at which new pages are displayed was increased. The userinterface was intuitive, and conserved screen real estate. Finally, the system provided new and improved
capabilities over paper-based reading, such as easy and fast searching and support for document
annotation.
These techniques showed the promise of on-line reading, as did Adobe’s Acrobat Reader, which was
developed contemporaneously. The emergence of the Web has further increased the importance of online information access. However, software solutions alone are not sufficient for competing with real
paper for most reading tasks because they fail to address important ergonomic issues.
To convert users to reading documents on-line, rather than printing hardcopy, the design of the reading
device must also be addressed. The ergonomics of current desktop reading environments are poor largely
because the display is immobile. The only degrees of freedom that on-line readers typically have are
limited movement in their chairs and turning their necks. Compare this to reading a real book: the reader
can sit anywhere, can move easily from one place to another, and can change reading positions
arbitrarily. The absence of such flexibility causes users to avoid on-line reading systems despite their
potential advantages over the plain paper alternative. Even the most popular portable devices — so-called
“laptop” personal computers — are not packaged to allow comfortable reading positions.
The reading appliance built during the Virtual Book project is called Lectrice, it features a highresolution display, button and pen input, audio input and output, and both wired and wireless network
options. Lectrice runs software derived from the Virtual Paper system allowing convenient and
comfortable reading. A standalone mode allows complete freedom of use, at the expense of limiting the
amount of reading material that is available. In networked modes, a virtual book gets access to much
1

Professor Roger Needham, at the time head of department at the University of Cambridge Computer
Laboratory, made this observation.
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larger document repositories and can serve as a portable web browser. As of 1998, this networked
configuration is still an excellent way to read documents on the Web, and it is still in use by researchers
at SRC.
The Virtual Book project started in early 1994. By the end of the year the first demonstrations of the
system were given. During 1995 the case and final hardware were designed, the bulk of the software was
written and the system was made robust. The majority of the observations of users of the prototype were
made during the last quarter of 1995 and first half of 1996.
The rest of this report is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of Lectrice, motivating the
key design decisions and highlighting the main characteristics of the software, hardware, and packaging.
Section 3 compares Lectrice with paper documents and comments on the trade-offs made in its design.
Section 4 describes areas where the electronic format improves upon paper. Finally, Section 5 describes
some related work and Section 6 reflects on the future of virtual books.
There are a number of pictures in this document. Those that show the Lectrice case are digitized
photographs, those that show applications but no case were captured using a screen dump. A few of the
pictures were captured and scaled to exact size to demonstrate quality observations These will be
degraded in photocopies or by low-resolution printers. Where two photographs are shown side-by-side
their resolution has been reduced.
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Lectrice: The prototype Virtual Book

The primary deliverable of the Virtual Book project was Lectrice — a tablet computer tuned for on-line
reading. A total of fifteen of these units were built, deployed at a number of sites within Digital,
presented to select customers, used in focus groups, and shown in public forums.

Figure 1: Lectrice (photos by Studio Red).
In producing Lectrice, our intent was to build a research-enabling tool as rapidly as possible, rather than
to design a cost-effective product, which would need to include additional features and functions as well
as significant engineering optimizations. The central goal of the Lectrice prototype was to enable
experiments testing the hypothesis that a well-designed high-resolution reading appliance can compete
with paper as a reading medium.
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To leverage the previous software work at SRC, the initial thrust of the project was to allow Lectern (the
Virtual Paper viewer) to be used on portable hardware. A reading appliance being designed today should
support the common document formats that have emerged as a result of progress in commercial reading
and information access products. These advances have widespread public visibility on the World Wide
Web. The most notable new standard is the HyperText Markup Language (HTML), the primary
document format used by Web browsers. Next in importance is Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF)
and the Adobe Acrobat Reader, which are appropriate for statically formatted documents.
Given our central goal, the most obvious software strategy would have been to program the Lectrice as a
single-function device, dedicated to running the Lectern viewer software. However, it was intended that
Lectrice would be suitable for uses besides sustained reading — for example, as a Web browser, as a
news and mail reader, or as an audio/video conferencing terminal. To ease exploration of these various
uses, the base software transforms Lectrice into a mobile, keyboardless X-terminal. This approach allows
Lectrice to function as a prototype of a variety of devices. A two-stage process can then be used; first an
existing application is run remotely displaying on Lectrice, and then if warranted a native port can be
done. The core reading application followed this pattern; initially the standard Lectern viewer was run
remotely and later a native port (Lectk) was developed. In other cases, the source code was not available
for the port so remote operation was the only option. For example, a portable Web browser was created
by running Netscape Navigator2 on a remote server and displaying its window zoomed to full screen on
the Lectrice. This combination is a very persuasive demonstration of the benefits of a mobile reading
appliance.

2.1

Overview

The project’s goals, available technology, and physical constraints shaped the design of Lectrice. As far
as possible, the design integrated existing technology, saving innovation for areas directly related to the
core research on sustained reading. The initial goal was to build a prototype that would be usable for
periods of continuous reading. Instead of displaying documents designed for computer screens, the
prototype would have to allow readers to view a variety of existing documents, most designed for highresolution printing on paper. Examples include technical and business documents, novels, journals, and
newspapers.
The main hypothesis of the project was that LCD size and resolution were crossing thresholds that would
allow users to read for long periods. A survey of tablet computers available in mid-1994 showed that
none were suitable for this task (they typically had VGA displays of insufficient quality). However, the
display manufacturers were able to supply small quantities of the new LCDs. This, along with a brief
study of the state of pen and wireless technologies, led us to the conclusion that by using emerging (and
therefore expensive) components, it was feasible to build a suitable hardware and software prototype to
test the hypothesis.
Another goal was to ensure mobility for Lectrice users. Readers want to be able to shift positions in their
immediate environment, for example, while sitting at a desk, relaxing in a living room, or even lying in
bed. Readers should also be able to move between locations within a building and ideally would be able
to use the device when they are travelling.

2

The project was complete before the Mozilla source release by Netscape.
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To be a persuasive information appliance, Lectrice needed to be comfortable to hold. Two of the most
important factors are weight and power dissipation. Initial experiments with a weighted clipboard
showed that the ideal weight for the device was less than three pounds (a goal considered unachievable
with 1994 technology), but that the subjective difference between three and four pounds was small. It
was important the device not get too warm since readers would be likely to use it in their laps for long
periods. This requirement implies a power dissipation of less than 10 watts3. Other factors required
careful thought, including the Lectrice’s size and shape, placement of buttons, case material, and even the
type of exterior paint.
To some extent, the prototype needed to be able to emulate the experience of using paper. For example,
it is very common to mark up paper documents, particularly business and technical ones. A generalpurpose virtual book should provide an electronic analog, allowing readers to annotate documents.
Extrapolation of the price trends for high resolution LCDs suggested that even if the prototype were
successful, products would not be economically viable until 1997 or later. The prototype was therefore
designed to be a research platform rather than an immediate candidate for a product. This tradeoff meant
that there would be some areas where the prototype would be inferior to a product. For example, smallrun plastic cases are almost always heavier and more delicate than production-tooled ones.

2.2

Specifications

2.2.1

Hardware

Lectrice has been described as “a really nice display connected to a really boring computer”. For the
purposes of the research goals, the details of the hardware are secondary. In summary, the Lectrice
hardware includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3

LSI Logic LR33120 processor (clocked at 25MHz) — a version of the MIPS R3000 processor with a
built-in graphics core. It is designed to run the X server.
Memory: 16MB of DRAM, 1MB of VRAM, up to 8.5MB of Flash.
Liquid crystal display (LCD) interface, with support for two 3.5W backlights.
Wacom pen-input subassembly.
National Semiconductor’s Sonic Ethernet chip to give a 10baseT connection. The spare pairs of wire
on the 10baseT connector can be used to supply power, so a single cable can be used to provide
network access and power.
PC-Card (PCMCIA 2.1) connector with 2 slots. The slots were used for a wireless local area network
card (the Digital RoamAbout™ product), or for document storage on up to 20-megabyte Flash (nonvolatile) memory cards.
A NiMH battery that supports about 1.5 hours of operation.
Power supply that generates +5V and +12V from either the battery or a tether.
Audio I/O using a Crystal Semiconductor CS4231 codec, built-in or external microphone and
external stereo headphones.
PS/2 port for experimenting with other input devices.
RS-232 serial port for debugging.

Consider a cat (which dissipates about 10 watts) sitting in your lap. It is pleasant in the winter but may
be too warm in the summer.
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Figure 2: The Lectrice circuit board.
Lectrices were built with 10.4 inch diagonal TFT LCDs in three different screen resolutions:
• 122 pixels per inch using a Sharp LQ10DX01 XGA (1024 x 768) screen, with two 3.5W backlights.
• 96 pixels per inch using a Sharp LQ10DS01 SVGA (800 x 600) screen, with a single 2.5W backlight.
• 77 pixels per inch using a Sharp LQ10D321 VGA (640 x 480) screen, with a single 2W backlight.
With the XGA display, the total power consumption was approximately 15 watts, almost half of which
was consumed by 7 watts of backlight power. Nonetheless, the XGA display was the standard for
Lectrice due to the need for high resolution. When the device was designed, this display was in the preproduct stage of development, but it is now a standard part and was manufactured in volume during 1996.
The lower resolution displays were a generation later in technology. The new technology requires only a
single backlight, rather than two. This improvement results in part from the larger pixel size, but more
from advances in the optical system that spreads the light across the display and in better techniques for
forming the pixels.

2.2.2

Software

The software for Lectrice provides a comfortable environment for sustained reading. It allowed
investigation of both the user interface for reading and the system resources (memory, processing power,
I/O bandwidth) needed to support such a system. The project also used Lectrice to investigate alternative
forms of input and output (pen, voice and button input for control and simple audio output).
The base-level software ported to Lectrice or written during the project includs everything from the
operating system to the user interface. The base system consists of the DEC ELX™ real-time kernel and
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associated device drivers. ELX is a derivative of VxWorks™, a real-time kernel by Wind River Systems.
The display functionality is provided by an X Windows System (X11R6) server [SG1992] and the
FVWM window manager, both of which were extended to allow switching between portrait and
landscape orientations. An AudioFile server [AF1993] allows audio input and output. (AudioFile is the
audio equivalent of the X Windows server.) Pen control software converts pen events into mouse events
and provides input for a handwriting recognition engine. A Graffiti [Palm1994] single stroke handwriting
recognizer (similar to the one on the PalmPilot™) allows text and gesture input. A button manager
senses the user pressing and releasing Lectrice’s buttons (see below) and converts the actions into
commands for visible applications. Finally, the Tcl/Tk [Oust1991] runtime provides a toolkit for building
applications for the prototype.
Lectk, a derivative of the Virtual Paper viewer, is the flagship application built specifically for Lectrice.
Other applications — most notably the Netscape Navigator Web browser — run on a remote server and
use the X Server to display on Lectrice’s screen. Later sections of this report describe these applications
in detail.

2.2.3

Packaging

One of the keys to making the Lectrice easy and pleasant to use was the case design. A design team at
Studio Red [www.studiored.com] helped evaluate different case shapes and layouts, and eventually
produced the packaging for Lectrice. One constraint was the short-run process that used rubber molds,
which are suitable for manufacturing prototypes but are not cost-effective for products.
Accepting the constraints of the prototyping process, we identified a number of requirements for making
a virtual book easy to use. First and foremost, the unit needs to be as thin and light as possible. To
accommodate a variety of documents, both portrait and landscape orientations need to be comfortable to
use. The unit needs to be inviting to pick up and to hold.
To satisfy the requests of various researchers, buttons had to be mounted on each side of the display and
on the back. One compromise that was made was to require a screwdriver to open the battery
compartment, since plastic catches are hard to manufacture in the prototype process.
Foam models helped us investigate various shapes for Lectrice. These models had to be weighted
realistically to allow accurate evaluation, since the way they were held depended on the weight. To allow
portrait and landscape operation, the center of mass needs to be near the center of the unit. If Lectrice
were used only in a single orientation, the ideal center of mass would be slightly below the centerline.
The final case has curved edges and is 13.5 x 10.5 x 1.75  FP x 27cm x 4.5cm) measuring across
the widest points. The thickness is the sum of the thickness of the rear wall, plus the battery, the battery
box wall, the LCD, and the front plastic.
The width and length were set by the LCD and its bezel and clearance for the buttons. The margins were
made relatively wide to keep the user’s thumbs off the screen. In retrospect, readers held Lectrice
differently from the way that they held the foam models. Experience with Lectrice suggests that the
margins should have been about half as wide. This goal would have been hard to achieve with the XGA
display, because it was packaged with electronic drivers extending about an inch beyond the glass. More
recent displays require much less clearance, because the drivers are wrapped behind the screen, and
permit narrower margins.
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Figure 3: Lectrice displaying a magazine page.
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Lectrice did not meet its weight goal. The final weight of the XGA-based Lectrice in standalone mode is
5.75 pounds (92oz = 2.6kg). A breakdown of the weight is shown in Table 1.
Weight
Item
Case
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
Battery
Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
Pen Sensor and Digitizer
Flash card
Total

oz
31
26
17
13
4
1
92

g
875
725
475
375
125
25
2600

Table 1: Weight of Lectrice components.
When connected to a wireless local area network (LAN) the 1oz Flash card is replaced by the PCMCIA
interface card and antenna, which weigh 6oz (175g). If both LAN and power come from a tether, then the
Flash card and battery can be removed, making the total weight slightly over four and a half pounds
(2kg).
The case could be reduced in weight by using production rather than prototype techniques. In particular,
the plastic is thicker than would be required for production injection molding. In addition, the buttons
are all mounted on small metal plates that could be replaced by plastic ribbing. These plates contribute
over 8oz (225g) — over 10% of the weight of the tethered device! Even during the design stage, display
technology advanced. It is reasonable to expect that the weight of a product’s screen would be half of
Lectrice’s, due to thinner glass and a single backlight.

2.3

Using Lectrice

A total of fifteen Lectrices were made. Two were fitted with VGA screens and were used only for
experiments in comparing screen resolutions. Two were fitted with SVGA screens. These were
acceptable for Web browsing, but were not used for continuous reading. The other units were fitted with
XGA screens and have been in use for several years for Web browsing and reading.

2.3.1

Operating modes

Lectrice might be used in three classes of environments, corresponding to its three modes of operation.
The first is an office; the second a building or campus; and the third a wider area. Lectrice also saw
limited use in homes, using both networked and standalone modes.

9

Figure 4: View showing the pen in its holder, a Flash card in a slot and the Ethernet/power tether

2.3.1.1 Office use: Tethered mode
One of the primary areas for information access is in an office. In this setting, Lectrice can get power
and an Ethernet connection using a single cable. The standard 10baseT-ethernet connection uses two
twisted pairs (one in each direction), but the RJ-45 connector supports four pairs. Lectrice uses the extra
two pairs to carry power (12-18V DC) and automatically switches between the battery and wired power.
The tether is the blue cable shown in Figure 4. It is positioned to be on the top edge when in landscape
mode, and on the bottom left when in the more usual portrait mode. Users preferred the tether to the
uncertainty of battery life, but it is hard to say how much this was due to the limited life of Lectrice
batteries and the extra weight they add. Using Ethernet gives a high quality network connection and
allows access to both server-based Virtual Paper document repositories and the Web.
The advantage that a tethered Lectrice has over using a desktop computer is to allow the user local
mobility. Sitting in front of the computer screen forces users to adjust their body position to screen
placement. With a Lectrice (even when a thin cable is attached), readers sit in comfortable positions and
occasionally shift positions. Conventional computers force users to adapt to them, while Lectrice adapts
to the physical needs of the reader.
Anecdotal evidence supports the success of this mode of operation. During a week-long series of
meetings, all attendees in a conference room had access to Lectrices operating in tethered mode. A
Netscape browser running on each Lectrice allowed the attendees to view on-line versions of the relevant
working papers. One attendee started by using a printed version of the material, but by the end of the
week had switched to using a virtual book. The browser allowed much more convenient access to the
large body of documentation, and allowed the meeting participants to share newly created documents
instantly.
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2.3.1.2 Campus use: Wireless mode
A wireless LAN card can be installed in one of the PCMCIA slots on the Lectrice. Experiments during
the Virtual Book project used the Digital RoamAbout™ product (this is based on the WaveLAN™
system). This configuration gives up to 2Mbits per second connection on to a campus LAN. With typical
use, Lectrice batteries last between 1 and 1.5 hours. This length of time is sufficient for experiments, but
not satisfactory for everyday use. The network bandwidth proved adequate for accessing server-based
material.
The wireless mode was also used in a home experiment, including reading in bed. The Lectrice used a
wireless connection to access documents on a personal computer located on a different floor of the
house. While this configuration was too complex for “real” users, advances in network management
should address most of the problems. Lectrice makes an agreeable bed companion: it provides its own
light and turns pages almost silently.

2.3.1.3 Remote use: Standalone mode
There are many environments where a network connection is not available. Lectrice supports this
situation by using a Flash memory card. The Flash card can be seen in the PCMCIA slot in Figure 4.
Material is loaded on to the card while the device is still connected to a network and can be accessed
later. Only Lectern documents can be read in this mode, because no browser runs natively on Lectrice;
however, Web pages can be (inefficiently) converted to Lectern format.

Figure 5: Standalone mode in use.
The standalone mode was common for use at home, as well as on trips. When reviewing technical papers
or long drafts users find it is much more comfortable to sit back on a couch than in a desk chair. Indeed,
on one occasion a user was seen coiled up on the couch deeply engrossed in a thesis!

2.3.2

User Studies

The results generated by the Virtual Book project came from informal observations of people using the
Lectrice. The three main forums for the observations were day-to-day use, focus groups and a series of
intensive interviews. Subsequent sections of this report describe the subjective results and their impact on
the final design of the system. Section 6.2 summarizes the results.
The Lectrice was integrated into the team members’ computing environment. The tethered mode was
used for browsing news sources, on-line manuals, technical specifications, and other documents available
in the Virtual Paper repository or on the Web. The standalone mode (and a variant where the Lectrice
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was powered using a tether, but had no network connection) was used for reading and reviewing thesis
drafts, and doing peer-review of conference papers (typically done away from the desk at work or in an
easy chair at home). The wireless version was used in meetings on a number of occasions, though the
poor battery life led to use of the tethered version during the week-long series of meetings mentioned
above.
Four focus groups were conducted. Each of these consisted of a discussion between eight people who
described themselves as “mobile information users” but who did not work in the computer industry. A
facilitator started the discussion by asking the subjects to describe their information needs. Then
specification sheets for fictitious devices were presented to gauge their interest in reading appliances.
Towards the end of the session a demonstration of the Lectrice was given and the group’s reaction to the
device and changes in attitude were noted. The team members watched the sessions from behind a oneway mirror and reviewed them from a video.
The intensive interviews gave us a better understanding of how users might benefit from having a virtual
book to help them in their work. Five general areas were studied: healthcare, complex manufacturing,
field service/maintenance, field sales force and knowledge-workers4. In each area between five and ten
people were interviewed to understand the requirements they would have for a mobile information device
and the environment they would be using it in. As in the focus groups, the Lectrice was demonstrated
towards the end of the discussion. In each interview one team member acted as interviewer and one as
scribe. Following the interviews the team met to combine their observations into a common
understanding of the requirements from each of the user communities and their reactions to the Lectrice.
To aid processing the interview information we followed a modified version of the Concept Engineering
process from CQM [www.cqm.com].
In addition, we conducted several customer visits and the device was demonstrated at a number of tradeshows. These events elicited reactions from potential customers and feedback on potential uses for the
device.

4

Knowledge workers are professionals who use large quantities of information to carry out their job,
examples include bankers, lawyers and corporate executives.
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2.4

User Input devices

Two atypical input devices are used during normal operation of the Lectrice. The first of these is a set of
case-mounted buttons, and the second a pen. Audio input is also supported by the hardware.

2.4.1

Buttons

Figure 6: Lectrice has 32 buttons.
An initial hypothesis of the project was that case-mounted buttons would be ideal for control functions.
This later proved to contrast with the approach taken by Knight-Ridder, for their electronic newspaper
design study one of their tenets was that there should be no buttons [Martin1995]. For the Lectrice there
was no a priori way to determine the right number of buttons, so the design intentionally erred on the
side of too many rather than too few. This approach allowed the buttons to be integrated into the case
design. If the case had been built with only a few buttons, then some experiments would involve
attaching the extra buttons to the Lectrice. We suspected that this would bias results as users reacted to
the physical rather than functional characteristics5. Since the unit was to be used in both portrait and
landscape modes, the button functions needed to be symmetric under a 90-degree rotation. The case was
also designed to be symmetric about the horizontal and vertical axes in both orientations, in order to
support left and right handed users equally well. Testing showed that the symmetry was required, but for
a different reason; all users found that sometimes the left hand buttons were more convenient and
sometimes the right, depending on their current reading position.

5

This assumption proved correct: later experiments using touch pads and button mice proved
inconclusive because having a device added on was cumbersome enough that no conclusion could be
drawn about usability.
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The buttons on the back of the case did not prove useful. Initially, they were intended for both control
functions and for chording (one-handed) keyboards. There were three (related) reasons that the rear
buttons failed. Primarily, users did not keep their hands in one place on Lectrice during sustained use, so
chording would not be a useful interface. Second, it was hard to locate fingers on the rear buttons, even
with extra details sculpted in to the case to help users find the buttons. In addition, the difference in
people’s hand sizes meant that no single position for the rear buttons would to allow comfortable use for
everyone. The last two reasons seemed true for models of different case designs, so we believe that we
were not just seeing an effect caused by the particular case design used for the Lectrice.
One contentious issue in the design was the “feel” of the buttons. The eventual selection used a rubber
cover over a metal dome, which pushed onto a membrane switch with a metal backing-plate. The button
design balanced the need for low activation force (page turning should not be a strenuous activity!), with
the need for tactile feedback. Initially, 12.5mm diagonal, round 170g activation force domes were used,
but these proved too soft. Following experiments with a selection of domes, they were replaced by 12mm
cross-shaped domes with 200g activation force.
There are two user interface challenges associated with using buttons. The first is how to integrate them
into applications — particularly how to experiment with existing applications without requiring
modifications. The second is how to label them in a way that will support multiple applications and both
orientations.
Our button-input approach is based on the observation that an event stream is used to pass inputs to the
application. For most applications, there are keyboard or mouse shortcuts for common actions6. For each
application, the button manager keeps a binding between each button and the event sequence that is
needed to perform the associated action. The binding mechanism is implemented using the X resource
database. When a reader presses a button, the manager process determines what application has the input
focus, translates according to the current screen orientation, looks up the mapping for the
(button, application) pair, and injects the required event sequence.
Button help is provided by a similar mechanism. When the reader presses a designated help button, the
button manager looks up application-dependent “reminders” for labeling each of the buttons. Reminders
are small icons displayed on the screen adjacent to the buttons on the case. In an ideal device, the
reminders might be shown on a small display in each button. It is a little hard to see, but the right hand
top icon is an upward pointing arrow (scrollbar operation) in the Netscape picture in Figure 7 and a right
pointing button (advance forward) in the Lectk application shown on the right. If the pen is held above a
reminder expanded help information pops up in the center of the screen, as shown in the photo on the
right. Touching a reminder with the pen performs the same action as the associated button.

6

While the Lectrice implementation is based on X, this observation is true for virtually all window
systems, including Microsoft Windows.
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Figure 7: Reminders line up with the buttons.
The pictures also show the problem with this style of labeling — and with virtual buttons in general.
When the expanded help information is not present, the reminders still use up space on the screen, often
obscuring the material being read. Even in the case where the reminders are not covering any text, they
almost always distract the eye of the reader. These observations are a strong argument against
implementing virtual buttons, which permanently occupy some part of the display. The reminders have
proved a reasonable solution. Users quickly became accustomed to the positions of the most common
buttons and would work with reminders disabled, only displaying them to remind themselves of the
position of less common functions.
On a virtual book product, there should be one physically distinguished button that is always used to
request more help. If placed appropriately (probably in a corner), the same physical button could be used
in both landscape and portrait mode. By convention, Lectrice software always uses the top-right button
(relative to the current screen orientation) for the extended help function.
Several other software conventions for button positioning improved the user interface. The four buttons
on the left and the four on the right are used for navigation (forward, backward, next page and previous
page). These functions are always assigned symmetrically to the left and right buttons. As discussed
above, this symmetry allows for use with the most convenient hand. The four buttons at the bottom of the
screen are used for application-specific control functions (in the browser shown in the photo these are
reload, add bookmark, stop loading and pop-up URL entry box). The four buttons at the top of the screen
are always bound to the same system control functions: switch orientation, zoom window to full screen,
pop-up window manager commands, and provide extended help.
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2.4.2

Pen

Pen input is used in three ways. The main use is as a selection device for driving the user interface. In
this mode, the pen generates mouse events for applications. The second use is for control gestures as an
alternative to using the buttons, and in this mode it generates key events (sending the key sequence for
the “keyboard shortcut” the application uses for that function). The third mode is for entering text
without using a keyboard.
A variety of sensors for capturing pen input are available. Ideally, such sensors should be integrated with
the display, but integration is not economically feasible when building only a small number of research
prototypes. Many of the simplest and least expensive pen technologies involve putting a sensor on the
front of the LCD. For the purpose of late integration, these products come mounted on a glass sheet
(typically a tenth or an eighth of an inch thick). Unfortunately, even the best front-mounted systems have
a light transmissivity of only 80%, and the separator particles on the standard membrane systems produce
bad interference patterns on a high-resolution display. Lectrice therefore uses an electromagnetic system
from Wacom [http://www.wacom.com/].
The Wacom system has an antenna array which mounts behind the display. (This is a very thin PCB with
a thinner metal sheet behind it.) The antenna array alternates between transmission and reception. The
pen has an LC-tuned circuit that resonates with the transmitted signal, and continues to radiate for long
enough to be received. When the pen tip is pressed it deforms a capacitor plate causing the resonance
frequency to shift a small measurable amount. Buttons on the barrel of the pen make a large change in the
resonant frequency. One advantage of this system is its ability to detect the pen position even when the
pen is not in contact with the screen (the pen is detected when its tip is about ½” above the screen). It can
also report both the position and the pressure applied when the pen is in contact. A major disadvantage is
interference between the pen system and the display drive electronics and mounting points. Again, full
integration in a product would allow correction factors to be made. The prototypes used shielding tape
and calibration software to remove much of the error.
In mouse-replacement mode, the pen position is used to send mouse position events. The pen tip is used
as one mouse button, the first barrel button represents another, and the second barrel button or ’eraser’
end of the pen represents a third.
Research in handwriting recognition was not a goal of this project. However, the project needed to be
able to test its use in the interface of a reading appliance. To this end, Lectrice’s software includes a
home-grown single stroke recognizer based on the Graffiti™ alphabet. The initial implementation was
based on the single stroke recognition engine from Carnegie Mellon University [Rubine1991]. Later,
after a study of the literature, a more accurate and efficient recognition engine was implemented based on
the work of Li and Yeung [Li1993,Li1995,Li1997]. The recognition rates were not as high as commercial
implementations, but they were high enough to prove the utility of the pen for short textual input (search
expressions, URLs and simple form filling).
Three mechanisms were available for text input: application integration, input box, and writing on the
window. All have their place, but overall the third system proved the most popular.
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2.4.2.1 Application integration
The simplest way to enable the pen for text input is to modify the dialog boxes in an application to
include an area for pen input. This was done by providing a standard Graffiti input widget that displays
the stroke drawn by the pen, calls the recognition engine to convert the stroke to a character and inserts
the character into a specified text input area. Figure 8 shows the modified “Find” dialog in the Virtual
Paper viewer. The Graffiti widget has been added to the right end of the original dialog box and is shown
just as the user lifts the pen after writing the letter ‘e’ in the Graffiti alphabet. A fraction of a second later
the recognized character will be added to the input area on the left (changing it to read ‘cheshire’). The
“ink” from the pen stroke continues to be displayed for a short time, or until the pen is brought back to
write the next stroke.

Figure 8: Pen input integrated with Find dialog box.
This approach is possible only if all the text input dialog boxes in the application can be modified to
include the Graffiti widget. This requires access to the source of the application and involves extra work
in both doing the initial modifications and in supporting the modified version. An advantage of doing the
integration is that the recognizer can be configured to match the expected input. For example, a numeric
input field will only enable number recognition, and will therefore have a smoother user interface and
potentially a higher recognition rate.

2.4.2.2 Input box
The original Graffiti™ implementations and the PalmPilot have a special input area, any pen strokes
drawn in this area are sent to the recognizer and the resulting character is passed as input to the current
application. Such an input box can be implemented using a pop-up window that does not claim the
keyboard focus. Any characters entered into the input box should be sent to the application that currently
has the keyboard focus. This implementation allows characters to be sent to all applications that can
accept input from the keyboard, without needing any modifications to the application. The appropriate
screen placement for the input box depends on the context in which it is used, since the box obscures
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some part of the screen. Therefore, the input box must be moveable when it is needed, and hidden when
it is not required. If the button on the barrel of the pen is pressed and the pen is tapped on the screen then
the input box will appear at (or move to) the point tapped. A “hide” button on the box causes it to
disappear.
The input box, which was implemented as a Tcl/Tk application, has the blue border in Figure 9. Netscape
Navigator’s URL (uniform resource locator) entry box has the keyboard focus (its cursor flashes to
indicate this status). As in the previous example in Figure 8, this screenshot shows the situation just after
the user has lifted the pen. The Graffiti letter ‘a’ has been entered and will be sent to the URL box. The
row of buttons that can bee seen at the top of the input box show the state of the Graffiti recognizer (it is
modal – gestures are used to switch between lower case, upper case, numeric and symbol input) and the
last character recognized.

Figure 9: Graffiti input box above Netscape.
In addition to providing Graffiti input, the input box can be switched to displaying an on-screen keyboard
and characters are entered by tapping them with the pen. Most users found this to be more clumsy than
using Graffiti but it was useful occasionally, for example when the input needed to be a key like
“Escape” which has no equivalent in the recognized alphabet.

2.4.2.3 Writing on the window
The most natural way to enter text is to write directly on the window to which input is directed. This
method is similar to using the input box described in the previous section, without having the box
obscuring the screen. Since the pen is normally used in place of a mouse to click on buttons or drag items
around the screen, there needs to be a way of indicating when a pen stroke should be taken as input for
the character recognizer. This was done using the button on the barrel of the pen, when it is pressed the
stroke is sent through the recognizer and the resulting character presented as though it was typed on a
keyboard. In order to allow the user to see the character drawn, an inking plane shows the stroke and
maintains the ink for a short time after the pen has been lifted. This implementation was found to
improve usability significantly over one where the pen stroke was tracked but the ink was not shown.
While it did not change the recognition error rate, the user was able to see why a character was incorrect.
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A more serious problem involves giving feedback to the user. Graffiti is a modal system, the same stroke
represents a zero, a lower case letter o, an upper case letter O and an at sign (@) depending on the
preceding strokes. We observed several occasions where users were accidentally in numeric mode (or
shift or control lock). In this situation, users were unable to understand why letters were not entered
correctly. For this reason, many users preferred using the input box for complicated strings of text, like
URLs.

Figure 10: Writing on the window to compose email.
Figure 10 shows an email message being composed by writing on the window. As with the other
examples it shows the state of the screen just after the user has lifted the pen, but before the character is
inserted in the composition (in this case the ‘n’ will complete the name ‘Sharon’). If the input box had
been used, it would have covered some of the mail message being composed and the user would have had
to keep on moving it out of the way. Particularly when editing something like an email message, the
ability to position the cursor by tapping with the pen and then just start writing proved highly useable.

2.4.3

Audio

The Lectrice hardware was designed with audio input. The original intention was to support experiments
with spoken control of the device. Therefore care was taken to ensure noise was not picked up in the
cable connecting the built-in microphone to the main board, and the codec was selected to support the
11.25kHz 16-bit sample rate the speech recognition community recommend. We performed a few
experiments passing audio samples to a remote speech recognition engine, but it was not used enough to
draw conclusions. The lack of progress on audio input was partially due to the fact that relevant speech
recognition technology was not sufficiently mature until after the end of the project.
Several potential users reacted favorably to the audio input, mainly wanting it to allow dictation of notes
and annotations to documents. During these discussions some people requested a camera to allow still
snapshots to be used as annotations. They did not consider this functionality to be extremely important: it
was clear potential users would not be prepared to compromise the size, weight or price of the device to
get this extra functionality.
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2.5

Common Applications

Three applications are commonly used with Lectrice. The first, the Lectk Virtual Paper document viewer,
is the main application for experimentation. The second is Adobe’s Acrobat Reader for PDF documents,
the publicly available application that most closely resembles Lectk. The third application is Web
browsing, using Netscape Navigator or Communicator, one of the most persuasive uses of this class of
device. Lectk can be used in any of Lectrice’s operating modes, including standalone. Acrobat and
Netscape have not been ported to run natively on the Lectrice, so they run on a server and remote their
display. This configuration limits them to the networked modes: wireless and tethered. A more complete
software suite would include these two applications in native mode on the virtual book, along with
support for web downloading and caching to enable off-line browsing.

2.5.1

Lectk – the Virtual Paper viewer

Previous research had shown that standard computer interfaces are poorly suited for long reading
sessions. For this reason, sequential reading of sizable on-line documents is uncommon, even though
sequential reading is the usual mode for printed material.
The Virtual Paper project had developed the Lectern viewer, designed for on-line reading on a desktop
screen. This technology was a natural starting-point for the Lectrice system. A repository of Virtual
Paper documents already existed, and it was easy to add documents both from electronic formats
(PostScript and later PDF) and by scanning from paper. Lectern is written in Modula-3, which requires a
large runtime system. Rather than running the Modula-3 runtime, Lectrice uses the smaller Tcl/Tk
scripting system with C extensions to give the required performance. The Lectk application remains
faithful to the original user interface, while including extensions for the mobile platform.

Figure 11: Lectk with the main UI elements showing.
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Figure 11 shows the Lectk application. This picture shows an uncommon situation: most of the user
interface elements are visible. In typical use, only the material being read would be showing. On the left
at the top is the menu anchor, which displays the current page number and a triangular tag to pop up the
main menu. This menu is just below, and has buttons for all the viewer functions, together with the
keyboard shortcuts used on the desktop version. On the right side of the screen, the “links bar” shows
bookmarks (mainly automatically generated) in recent documents, a diary of favorite bookmarks, the
table of contents for the current document, and thumbnail views of the pages in the current document.
Each of these controls can be revealed or dismissed with a pen stroke or button press. Even with all these
controls displayed, the majority of the screen is given to the material being read. Lectrice and Lectk are
designed to operate with these controls hidden almost all of the time.
One of the goals of the Virtual Paper project was to support both computer-generated documents and
scanned ones. With all scanned documents and many other electronic formats, it is not possible to
reformat the document to match the screen; scaling is the only option. Newer electronic representations
— HTML, for example — allow dynamic reformatting, but a large body of technical and business
documentation is still formatted for paper. In order to allow fast page turning on slow microprocessors
(such as Lectrice’s 25MHz R3000), Virtual Paper documents are stored in pre-rendered (and anti-aliased)
format using a simple compression. Using current microprocessors and a format like PDF, on-the-fly
rendering, scaling and anti-aliasing is possible, but the page layout is still fixed.
Comparing the use of Lectk on a desktop to its use on Lectrice indicates that the on-line reading
experience is improved if neither a keyboard nor a pen need be used. Lectrice’s buttons are sufficient for
activating common functions, such as moving forward and backward through the material. The pen is
reserved for less common activities.
During normal reading, a single button is used to advance through the material. Since typical page sizes
are relatively large, readers do not usually keep their hand hovering over the button, preferring to relax
into a natural pose. To go backwards, the reader presses a different button. This page-turning process is
analogous to the same activity on a paper book. Depending on how they sit, people use either their left or
right hand for controlling Lectrice. This reader behavior indicates that button functions should be
identical on the left and right sides of any virtual book.
One problem with buttons, compared to page flipping in a standard book, is that the action for moving
forward and backwards is so similar. Even when deeply engrossed in a real book, a reader is unlikely to
make a mistake and flip backwards rather than forwards. On Lectrice, the page-flipping buttons are
positioned for single-handed operation, and readers occasionally hit the wrong button. The solution to
this problem is to use visual cues in the user interface. When going forward to the next page, Lectk draws
the page from the top right corner down. The underlying algorithm first paints a rectangle in the top right
corner then progressively fills in L-shaped sections. For going back to the previous page, the paint is
done from the top left. These animations mimic a reader turning book pages by pulling from the top
corner.
At first, the page-turning animations just seem cute, but many readers found them helpful after extended
use. As has been emphasized above, people prefer to concentrate on their reading material. When readers
are following a detailed argument, it can be very jarring to try to connect the words from the bottom of
one page with those on the start of the previous page. The simple paint cue reduces this effect, because
readers quickly see when they press the wrong button. After a short period using Lectrice, checking the
cue is entirely unconscious. An additional advantage with this paint algorithm, as opposed to the simpler
one of doing repaints from right-to-left for forward and left-to-right for backwards, is that the bottom
lines are left intact until the end of the page flip. This feature allows an experienced user to start the page
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turn before finishing the current page (as is often done when reading from paper), permitting a smooth
reading flow.
Navigation of the document needs to be fast to prevent the reader rejecting online reading because it
seems slower than finding pages in a book. (We did not do any formal tests, but formed the impression
that users have higher standards for computer based systems than paper ones.) When flipping through
pages, or jumping between sections of a document, the device must have the fastest page turn rate it can.
Since the page turning animations take more time than simple screen updates, they should be disabled
while navigating, but enabled during sustained reading.
After more experience with the Lectrice, a second problem became evident. There is no feedback to
indicate the position within a document. When using paper documents, thickness gives readers an
indication of the size of their document and how far through it they are. Again a visual cue seems ideal,
but pixels are precious: the 122 dot per inch, 10.4 inch screen is barely sufficient to display full size letter
documents (with margins cropped).
The first attempt at providing positional feedback added a thin-as-possible bar at the top of the screen. As
can be seen from Figure 12, the bar consists of a central red region with indicators on each end. The size
of the indicators is set based on the number of pages in the complete document (one pixel width per page,
which works for documents up to a few hundred pages). At the beginning of the document, the right side
indicator is dark gray, indicating all the pages are ahead. As pages are turned, the thickness is transferred
to the left, indicating that pages are moving behind the current point. This visual cue represents the
thickness of book pages on each side. The small size of the bar made it hard to use this information, and
it never seemed intuitive.

Figure 12: Top part of Lectk window, showing the position bar.
The second method of indicating position was more successful in giving the user feedback, but failed
because it used up too many pixels. In this model, the width of the displayed page is reduced to less than
the screen width, and a margin placed on the screen. At the start of the document, the page is painted on
the left side of the screen and the margin is entirely on the right. Advancing through the document moves
the positioning of the page, removing margin thickness from the right and placing it on the left. Again,
think of the thickness of pages on the right and left when advancing through a book.
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Figure 13: Lectk with position margins.
The position margins can also display chapter marks, if they are present in a document. These chapter
marks are similar to the thumb indexes that are typical on a large paper dictionary. Chapter marks on the
right are ahead in the document, those on the left are behind. The marks extend from the edge of the
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screen so that they just touch the paint area when the marked page is displayed. The goal of the marks is
twofold. First, they enable the reader to estimate the distance to the next chapter (feedback from users
indicates that this feature is important). Second, the marks can be used like thumb indexes: tapping them
with the pen causes Lectk to jump to the associated chapter. “Floating” the cursor in a mark will cause
the chapter title to pop-up.
In Figure 13 the page being displayed is positioned at the start of Chapter 6 of the document. The page
marker with the number ‘6’ in it indicates this by just touching the edge of the white page display area.
Moving forward in the document would cause this marker to jump from the right margin to the left one
(since the page starting Chapter 6 is earlier in the document), moving backwards will result in the gray
border being visible between this marker and the page. Previous chapters are on the left and subsequent
chapters are on the right. The pen is hovering over the “9” mark and has caused the title of Chapter 9 to
pop-up.
The future of this kind of mechanism is uncertain. If virtual books have the ability to scale images
dynamically, the page can be drawn so the indicator margin never covers any words. On the other hand,
the image is reduced in size compared to the printed version, so users are likely to choose the larger
image over the visual cue. A potential solution is to use a larger screen, so both the image at normal scale
and the margin can be displayed.
One other navigational feature is built into the Lectk application: a slow HTML rendering engine. This
was designed for experimentation to understand how Web pages could fit into the Lectk paginated
model, since they are designed for a scrolling screen. In practice it is used mainly in standalone mode,
displaying an index page that is placed on the Flash card by a download utility. The document titles on
this simple HTML index are links that can be tapped with the pen. The HTML feature was also used
when connected to the network to display the index pages in the Virtual Paper document repository.

Figure 14: Standalone Lectrice showing HTML index page.
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2.5.2

Acrobat Reader

Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) is replacing the less portable PostScript as the standard way to
encode paginated documents for distribution. Running the Acrobat Reader on a Unix machine and using
the X protocol to display its windows remotely on the Lectrice allowed experiments with this application.
In spirit, Acrobat has many of the same properties as the Lectern viewer. However, the normal mode of
its user interface has considerably more visible elements, wasting many pixels. The full screen mode
removes all the clutter and acts much like Lectk. The button manager maps buttons to the same function
in Acrobat that they have in Lectk.
One experiment with this configuration tried to determine if the Acrobat scrollbar provides an adequate
method for indicating progress through a document. In practice, the scrollbar proved little better than any
of the other methods, though it was acceptable to frequent computer users.
Unlike Lectk, Acrobat renders pages on-the-fly, which works well on systems with a fast processor. As
with Lectk, anti-aliasing improves the effective screen resolution (See Section 3.2.) Unfortunately, the
Acrobat anti-aliasing algorithm tends to make the characters lighter. With certain fonts, this effect causes
text to be harder to read. Experience reading these fonts suggests that making “light” typefaces darker
improves the legibility on a backlit LCD.

2.5.3

Browser

The third major application used with Lectrice was the Netscape Navigator/Communicator Web browser.
The application runs on a remote Unix machine and uses X to display its windows on the Lectrice. This
configuration allowed the browser to be used on Lectrice without needing to port it. The document model
used by the Web is different from printed material in several ways. HTML documents are formatted at
display time to match the display in use (although a number of Web sites confound this functionality by
hard-coding sizes in the page layout). Web browsers (and hence designers) use a scrollbar-based model
rather than a paginated one. In addition, the use of multiple colors is common in the Web and relatively
uncommon in traditional documents (other than magazines).
The activity of browsing has some differences from reading. In particular, the pen comes into its own as a
navigation device, and the buttons become less important. Using the pen to tap on links is far more
natural than clicking on them with a mouse. The links can be anywhere on the page, so it is hard to find a
convenient way to select them using the buttons. The user therefore is likely to be holding the pen all of
the time (in contrast to the reading case). The buttons become clumsy when holding the pen, but a
gesture-based interface becomes compelling. A left-to-right stroke of the pen causes the page to scroll
forwards and a right-to-left causes a backward movement. When reading a long document with little or
no hypertext, most users eventually put down the pen and return to using the buttons.
Web browsers tend to present a very cluttered interface, with many menus, buttons and controls. Figure
15 shows that these components are normally turned off for Lectrice use and the Web page is viewed
filling the whole screen. As with the help system, the user interface gadgets are useful to novice users.
With experience, gesture shortcuts (and the “right click” pop-up menu which can be accessed with the
pen) become the natural tools, because readers prefer using as many pixels as possible to display useful
information.
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Figure 15: Two screenshots of Netscape on Lectrice.
The pen, normally in the write-on-window mode, proved acceptable for entering URLs and filling out the
forms encountered on the Web.

3

Competing with Paper

The key question explored by the Virtual Book project was how well electronic media can compete with
paper documents. When we began the project in mid-1994, we accepted that digital information
appliances could not yet do as well as paper along many dimensions, but believed that an electronic
system could sometimes be superior. The task, then, was two-fold: come as close to paper as possible in
the dimensions of legibility, ergonomics, robustness, and similar attributes; then, surpass it in other
attributes such as searchability, flexibility, and interactivity. This section reports the findings on the first
half of the challenge; Section 4 discusses the second half of the challenge.

3.1

A Better Definition of the Target

Paper is such a versatile medium that a virtual book cannot expect to compete across the full range of
paper’s applications. Instead, the project focused on an important subset: documents ranging in size from
roughly paperback book format (i.e. about 5 x 7 XSWRWKHIXOO x 11 SDJH 86OHWWHUVL]HVLPLODU
to size A4) that is standard for journals, business correspondence, and many books and magazines in the
United States. Media and formats such as blueprints, traditional newspapers, studio-quality photographs,
and PostIt™ notes were outside the scope of comparison.
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Within the chosen size range, a critical assumption was that the source material could not necessarily be
re-formatted. This assumption accommodates both scanned material and documents provided in
“compiled” formats such as PostScript and PDF, where layout decisions have been fixed and are not
practically changeable. Section 4.4 relaxes this assumption to include content available in a markup
language such as HTML. Documents that can be formatted dynamically make the task of an electronic
device much easier. It is reasonable to believe that eventually, most interesting content will be available
in such a format. For the near- and medium-term future, however, fixed-format documents will be quite
common. General-purpose electronic reading devices will therefore need to accommodate them.

3.2

Legibility

The most obvious point of comparison between paper and any alternative is legibility. How “readable”
are text and figures on the screen? Unfortunately, the answer to this question is complicated and highly
subjective. It depends on very qualitative factors such as font design, ambient lighting conditions, and
the health of the reader's eyes, in addition to more quantitative factors such as resolution and contrast.
While acknowledging the subjective nature of legibility, the Virtual Book project attempted to gauge the
importance of measurable features like dot density and screen size. A key objective was to try to
discover acceptability thresholds or ranges; such information could usefully serve display makers as well
as product design and planning groups.
The analysis in this section focuses on two factors of the display that affect legibility: physical size and
dot density. These are the physical properties behind the parameters that are important to the user: how
many symbols per page, how many dots in each symbol and how clear each symbol is. In order to make
fair comparisons across combinations of parameters, this discussion will use a “canonical” page and
show examples of its appearance in different cases. This page is representative of the target content:
formatted for printing on 8.5 x 11 SDSHUQRWHDVLO\UHIRUPDWWDEOHDQGZLWKW\SLFDOPDUJLQVIRQWVW\OH
and font size.

3.2.1

Display Size

The controlling factor for the size of a virtual book display is the source material size. An 8.5 x 11 SDJH
must be scaled to fit on the screen. This section describes the factors that suggested the 10.4 GLVSOD\
would work for Lectrice.
Most people's experience with computer displays is that bigger is always better. This observation is true
for virtual book displays as well, but only up to a certain point. Beyond a certain size, which varies from
person to person, the increased bulk and weight of the virtual book outbalances the increased legibility.
Conversely, below a certain size, document pages must be reduced to the point where characters are
uncomfortably small. The feasible range of sizes seemed to be from about that of a paperback book up to
about 25% bigger than an 8.5 x 11 SDJH&RPSXWHUGLVSOD\VDUHW\SLFDOO\VSHFLILHGE\WKHLUGLDJRQDO
measurement, assuming a 3 x 4 aspect ratio (when viewed in portrait orientation). The feasible range
thus corresponds to displays with diagonals from about 7 to 17 7KHRSWLPDOHxperimental methodology
would have been to buy displays at many sizes from 7 to 17 WRSDFNDJHWKHPXSLQDSSURSULDWHO\VL]HG
Lectrice cases, and to compare their legibility directly. Unfortunately, this approach would have been
very expensive. Even if cost had not been an issue, it would have been very difficult to control for other
important display characteristics such as dot density and contrast ratio.
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An alternative is to consider the effects of scaling on the text of the page. One metric for measuring this
effect is the x-height (or body height) of the text in the resulting image. The x-height is the height in
printer’s points of a lower case “x”. Typography texts recommend that x-height be a minimum of about 5
points, requiring fonts to be approximately 9 points or larger. On paper, characters smaller than this size
are legible, but are not good for sustained reading.

Table 2: x-height (points) for various screen diagonals (inches).
The chart above is generated by measuring the x-height of the characters in a printed copy of the
canonical page and computing the new x-height that would result from scaling it (regardless of resolution
of the display) to fit on a given display7. (For the sizes of the examples to be correct the surround box of
this figure should be 3.5 x 2.5 
Rendered on paper, the samples in the chart have higher dot density and better contrast than on any
current electronic display device. Hence, this chart can be used to confirm the lower bound for the size
needed to display a full page of text with acceptable quality. This methodology is subjective, and there is
no single value that would be correct for all readers. Nonetheless, the samples, the literature and our own
experience suggest that an x-height of at least 5 points is necessary for sustained reading on an LCD.
This observation indicates that a display with diagonal at least 10 inches is required for the class of
content represented by the canonical page.

3.2.2

Display Density

Once the physical size of a character has been set the next factor that determines its legibility is the
number of dots used to form its shape. After the arguments of the previous section have been used to
select a display size, and therefore character size, the number of dots per character is directly related to
the pixel density of the display. The examples given in the next section will demonstrate that characters
must have sufficient dots to be formed for legibility.
7

The formula for computing x-height from display diagonal is x-height = 72 * display-diagonal * .8 *.95 / 108:
72 is (roughly) the number of points per inch;
.8 converts diagonal to height (assuming 3 x 4 aspect ratio);
.95 allows 5% for margin;
108 is the empirically derived ratio of x-height to bounding-box for a printed copy of the canonical page.
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The case of the Lectrice was designed for a 10.4 GLDJRQDOGLVSOD\$YDLODEOHGLVSOD\VSURYLGHGWKUHH
possible dot densities, measured in dots per inch (dpi): a 640 x 480 VGA display gives 77dpi; an
800 x 600 SVGA display gives 96dpi; and the 1024 x 768 XGA display gives 122dpi. Lectrices with all
three resolutions were built to enable comparison. The XGA display was one generation earlier
technology than the lower resolution displays, and therefore had lower contrast, less brightness, worse
color, and more reflections than the other displays. Nonetheless, it was still the best for sustained
reading.
These pixel resolutions seem very low compared to the 300 to 600dpi found on typical printers.
However, all three displays permit gray-scale rendering, as opposed to the black and white dots on
printers. Gray-scale allows anti-aliasing to be used to increase effective density.
Anti-aliasing works by relying on blurring of color between pixels. This can be demonstrated with a
simple experiment. Make a copy of Page 32 and hang it at eye-level. Stand back about 10 to 15 meters,
and look at the page. Notice that the pixels blend together. Slowly walk towards the page, and watch the
pixels resolve into discrete squares. The eye can only resolve objects if the angle subtended between their
edges is above a threshold (that varies from person to person). From a long distance the black and gray
squares subtend an angle below this minimum and the eye sees an averaged color; up close the squares
can be uniquely resolved.
It is worth commenting that anti-aliasing is somewhat more of a challenge on LCDs compared to CRTs.
The LCD pixels have very sharp edges, whereas the brightness from a pixel on a CRT falls off with a
Gaussian distribution at the pixel edge. Thus the CRT has some blending of the pixels as a result of its
physical properties, in addition to that caused by the angle subtended at the eye. With an LCD all the
blending must be done by the eye, so the anti-aliasing becomes more effective as the angle subtended at
the eye becomes small enough for it to be impossible to resolve a single pixel width. Thus in an appliance
for reading it is preferable to have the pixel spacing small enough that pixel wide lines cannot be
resolved. This desire conflicts with the expectations set by current laptop computers which (for historical
reasons) use system fonts that require the user be able to resolve single pixel wide lines (consider an “m”
in a menu).

3.2.3

Display Examples

This section illustrates the display tradeoffs. While the examples can only really be seen on an actual
device, the printed versions shown are a close (but not an exact) match. The canonical page is used in
each case to allow easy comparisons. The text selected is a page out of a computer science Ph.D.
dissertation. It is a good example of material formatted by the author for printing on 8.5 x 11 SDSHUEXW
subsequently made available on-line. The next three pages show the full text as rendered on a Lectrice
with each of the screen resolutions (VGA, SVGA and XGA). They should print at the exact size they
appear on the screen with the diagonal of the bounding box being 10.4 
When looking at the examples, remember the two user parameters: amount of information per page and
number of dots per symbol. The first set of examples (rendered using Lectk) keep the amount on each
page constant and vary the number of dots per character (resolution). The second set of examples
(rendered using Netscape) considers the tradeoff between keeping the amount of information constant,
and keeping the number of dots per character constant.
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The example page captured from a 122dpi screen (XGA) is satisfactory for sustained reading:
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The example page captured from a 96dpi (SVGA) display is less clear:
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The example page captured from a 77dpi (VGA) screen is too hard to read for long periods:
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The previous three examples show the appearance of the page when rendered to be the same size on each
of the Lectrice displays. Since the characters are the same size, the differences in legibility arise from the
change in the number of pixels per character as can be seen from the magnified words. These words also
show how two gray levels are used to anti-alias the character edges. First at the full 122dpi:

Then at 96dpi:

And at the lowest 77dpi:
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It is instructive to consider the case where reformatting the material is possible. In this case the number
of pixels per character (i.e. the screen font size) can be adjusted to fit the same amount of material on
each of the screen sizes, or the number of pixels per character can be kept constant and the amount of
material reduced. To generate screenshots for all these cases the Netscape browser was used to render an
HTML version of the example page. Netscape did not use the same font as Lectk, and it was
monochrome rather than anti-aliased. Nonetheless, since the same information was displayed, these
magnified words can be compared with the previous page. At 122dpi:

And at 96dpi, using fewer dots per character to keep the same information content:

And at 77dpi, using even fewer dots per character:
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This is the full page, displayed at 122dpi:
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The full page at 96dpi demonstrates that the lack of anti-aliasing makes the type lighter than the Lectk
version:
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When displaying the text at 96dpi and maintaining the same number of pixels per character, the
characters are easier to read, but a couple of paragraphs are lost:
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On the 77dpi VGA screen reducing the font size to get the full page makes the text unpleasant to read:
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On the other hand, maintaining the number of pixels per character results in very little material being
visible. This amount of text may be acceptable for a novel, but not for detailed study:
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3.2.4

Other Factors

Other factors such as brightness and contrast affect legibility. Increased brightness and sharper contrast
make for a better display. However, it was hard to design experiments to measure these factors because
none of the displays used with Lectrice allows much variation in contrast, and the backlight could be set
to only two brightness levels. Newer generations of backlit displays have improved contrast and
brightness compared to the displays used in Lectrice, so they would certainly be suitable for a reading
appliance. It would be good to establish the minimum acceptable contrast and brightness because these
would allow assessment of the usability new display technologies. For example, the reflective displays
that are now becoming available seem compelling for virtual books, since they consume about a tenth the
power of traditional TFT displays because they have no backlight. Unfortunately, they also have much
lower contrast.
One significant difference between Lectrice’s XGA screen and the lower resolution ones is in the glare –
the reflection of surrounding light from the display. The lower resolution displays were one generation
newer, and the significant reduction in glare made them easier to read. However, the reduction in glare
did not make up for the lack of resolution, and readers preferred the XGA units.
The field of view of the display has less impact on the Lectrice than it does on a laptop, mainly because
on Lectrice the natural reading position is directly in front of the screen. Many readers commented about
the lack of uniformity in the viewing angle. In landscape orientation, the Lectrice has equal viewing
angles to the sides. In portrait mode, the viewing angle is asymmetric on the left and right sides, because
Lectrice’s LCDs are designed for laptop use. The keyboard limits the angle the user can see from below
on a laptop. As a result, LCDs designed for this market are biased towards viewing from above. This
property of the display is more of a quirk than a problem and shows up in practice only when several
people are trying to see the same book.
The example illustrations on the previous pages show the improvements from using anti-aliased fonts
rather than black and white. In practice, smoothing the fonts makes long reading sessions more pleasant.
Therefore, it is essential that the display support a few gray levels — experience from the Virtual Paper
project suggest that between four and sixteen levels are sufficient. It is important that either the range of
gray levels are uniformly spaced (this is not always the case on LCDs), or the algorithm should be tuned
to the available levels.

3.3

Ergonomics

One of the major goals of a virtual book is to make on-line reading more comfortable. As discussed
earlier in this document, using a monitor on a desktop to read electronic documents forces readers to sit
in a fixed position. One of the main benefits of the virtual book device is to free readers to be able to
make small adjustments to their posture. This capability allows readers to relax and to focus on
documents, rather than on the delivery technology.

3.3.1

Physical Characteristics

A reading device must have certain physical characteristics for users to be comfortable. This section
discusses them in approximately the order a reader will typically notice them.
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Seeing a virtual book on a table gives a potential user a good idea of its use; it is approximately the same
size as a pad of paper and is clearly a device for viewing things because it is dominated by the display.
As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the ability to display a complete page at close to 1:1 size forces the screen
to be close to 8.5 x 11 ,QSUDFWLFHPRVWGRFXPHQWVKDYHPDUJLQVWKDWFDQEHVWULSSHGVRDVPDOOHU
screen, with the case of the device providing the margin, is both practical and makes the device the
appropriate size.
The first attribute that a user notices when picking up a Lectrice is its weight. At over five pounds, it is
too heavy. Experiments performed at the beginning of the Virtual Book project used a clipboard —
weighted in half-pound increments — to judge potential users’ reactions to weight. An informal survey
suggested that the ideal weight is less than three pounds, but that the users react in the same way to four
pounds as they do to three. As the weight is increased above four pounds it becomes less and less
acceptable. We believe these limits reflect the way the unit is used. The ideally weighted virtual book
would allow users to hold the device in their hands almost indefinitely. Above the maximum weight that
allows sustained hand-held operation, the device has to rest on a support (typically a knee or tabletop)
during use. Increasing the weight beyond this point matters less, until it is uncomfortable to pick up the
virtual book with one hand.
The thickness of the device (for a given weight) matters less when it is being used than when it is in
transit. In Alan Kay’s original plan for the Dynabook [KG1977], he wanted it to be thin enough that a
user could carry other things in the same hand as the device. This observation is very astute, and helps
determine the maximum thickness for a virtual book. Experience with Lectrice suggests that at 1.75 LWLV
too thick, although it is just possible to carry a Lectrice and something else under one’s arm. Thickness
also matters when the device is put in a briefcase or bag for transport.
A virtual book will be used for an extended period and is quite likely to be held in the lap. To remain
comfortable it is important that the power dissipated by the device be low enough not to annoy the
reader. Lectrice’s 15 Watt power dissipation was comfortable only on cold winter mornings. In
retrospect, the initial goal of 10 Watts seems to be a reasonable upper bound on virtual book power
dissipation.
The industrial design for Lectrice required many discussions about the tactile feel of the device.
Characteristics such as size, shape, thickness, margin width, button location, and even paint type are
important since the readers hold their virtual books for long periods of time. The hard lines and sharp
edges that are typically found on thin laptop computes are unpleasant to hold for long reading sessions. In
order to encourage use of the device, the “first contact” impression is also important. The combination of
rubber buttons, contoured edges, and rubberized paint on a plastic case gave an acceptable result.
Other features of the physical packaging — relating primarily to style rather than comfort — are not
addressed here. For example, wrapping a virtual book in a leather binder contributes to the owner’s
professional image. Such factors will become more important, since information appliances are in part
seen as fashion accessories, rather than dreary computing devices.

3.3.2

User Interface Characteristics

There are three main characteristics in the user interface that are important to allow continuous reading.
These are the low cognitive effort required to drive the interface, the lack of distracting user interface
elements on the screen, and the responsiveness. The Lectk interface described previously reflects these
requirements.
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Low cognitive effort involves more than just being easy to use. After a short learning period, common
actions have to be performed unconsciously. The reader wants to focus exclusively on the document
being read, so it is important that they can perform simple navigation — like flipping forward or
backwards by one page — without being distracted from the document. Lectrice’s buttons are crucial to
achieving this characteristic, activating them to change pages is simple enough that no conscious thought
is required. The positioning of the most common “forward” button as the top one on either margin makes
it easy to find without thought.
The need to help the reader stay focused also motivates the lack of distracting user interface elements.
During normal use, the display shows only the material being read. It was surprising what disturbed the
flow of reading. Even the presence of a small box containing the page number was enough to trip the eye
during reading. It did not matter that the page number box did not cover any text and was tucked out of
the way in the corner of the screen, users still wanted it removed from the interface because it distracted
them from the text.
Fast page turning is important to prevent reader frustration. In order to emulate flipping through a paper
document, it seems necessary to be able to turn pages at about 5 pages per second. Page turning during
sustained reading can be a little slower, but must still be prompt. In retrospect, it would have been
interesting to experiment with scanning through a document by flipping pages that were rendered at a
lower resolution. If readers use the shape of document features (such as the pattern of paragraphs on a
page rather than their actual content) to locate information, then it might be possible to increase flipping
speed by reducing rendering time. On the other hand, if readers perform keyword spotting on the fly,
then rendering pages at low resolution would not be useful. It is also possible that the display update
bandwidth would be the limiting step on modern hardware, so reducing resolution may not improve page
turning speed.

3.4

Markup

Paper is a malleable medium, and the ability to annotate paper documents is one of its major advantages.
The pen on Lectrice provides a natural way to perform this function in the electronic representation. The
only document annotation mechanism that was implemented in Lectk is to provide simple yellow
overlays (similar to PostIt™ notes) that allow electronic ink to be captured in to image files. This user
interface component is of limited use, because the notes are not anchored in the document on which they
are written: they stick to the screen rather than the page. However, readers of drafts of large technical
documents have used the notes to make comments for the author. These notes had to include page and
paragraph references as well as the comments. This proof-of-concept indicates that devising a more
complete annotation architecture would be well worthwhile. Section 4.4 briefly explores some of the
benefits and challenges of such a system.

4

Surpassing Paper

The Virtual Book project focused primarily on making the physical and cognitive effort of on-line
reading approximately the same as reading paper. Two hypotheses motivated this goal. The first was that
LCD technology was crossing thresholds that would allow flat-panel displays to be used for sustained
reading; the results described in section 3 tend to support this hypothesis. The second is that once the
experience of reading electronic documents is sufficiently similar to that of paper, most people will
choose to read on-line documents instead of hardcopy. This hypothesis was not universally accepted in
1994, when the project started, and is still contentious. At that time, the World Wide Web was in its
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infancy and the “Internet” was not part of the popular lexicon. The incredible growth of the Web that
happened in parallel with the Virtual Book project publicized the benefits of electronic documents. The
trend towards putting documentation on-line is clear to most information consumers, so they understand
the motivation for having a virtual book.
This section explores the ways that electronic media surpass paper. While a virtual book could provide
all of these advantages, only a few were actually implemented on the Lectrice prototype. An actual
product could have many more of the capabilities described below.

4.1

Navigating Electronic Documents

A number of facilities allow readers to navigate quickly through paper documents: examples include the
table of contents, outlines, the index, the glossary, and footnotes. Electronic media can faithfully
reproduce these facilities, augment them, and provide completely new navigational aids. For example,
Adobe’s portable document format (PDF) and their popular Acrobat document reader implement a
number of standard navigational features, such as a table of contents view and the ability to jump to a
page in the document by entering its page number. Acrobat supplements these with mechanisms that can
be supported only in the electronic form; these include the thumbnail view of the pages of the document
and hyperlinks within and out of the document.
The table of contents in an electronic document provides a good example of how to augment a
navigational facility. On paper, the table of contents simply maps a document’s organizational structures
to page numbers, requiring the reader to search physically for a desired page. An electronic table of
contents might look exactly the same as the paper version, but it can streamline navigation by performing
an automatic page search. On Lectrice, tapping the pen on a page number in the table of contents causes
the desired page to appear on the screen. The electronic table of contents can also be displayed in other
forms, such as the Lectk thumb indexes described in Section 2.5.1.
Linking numbers to pages is a form of hypertext, a presentation style that is now familiar to everyone
who uses the Web. Similar uses of hypertext extend other traditional navigational mechanisms. Consider
linking actual pages to category headings in an outline, index page numbers, and bibliographic
references. Not only are these extensions useful, they are convenient. On Lectrice, a reader can navigate
through documents using just a few strokes of the pen.
Hypertext links are just one of the mechanisms for associating information in electronic documents. In a
sense, every word in an electronic document can become active, giving the reader access to relevant
information. For example, tapping on a word might indicate a request for the word’s definition, retrieved
from an on-line dictionary. For appropriately formatted novels or plays, tapping on a person’s name
could reference the dramatis personae; a place name might bring up a relevant map. Another pen gesture
could request the book to search for a word, giving the reader access to a full concordance for every word
in the document. Links and searches also allow electronic media to provide fast and easy access to entire
libraries.
The flexibility of an electronic display can also help a reader navigate through a document. A virtual
book can simultaneously display multiple views of a document. Possible views include the main body of
a document, an outline, bookmarks, marginal notes, and bibliography entries. The thumbnail views in
Lectk are a particularly interesting mechanism. They give the reader an overview of the pages in a
document and allow quick, random access to the pages.
As discussed in Sections 2.5.1 and 3.2, the challenge to the virtual book designer is providing access to
navigation aids without sacrificing the quality of sustained reading. People do not want to spend precious
screen real estate on these features when they are simply reading a document. An electronic book might
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be able to display many kinds of navigational aids, but it must not clutter the screen when the reader
wants to focus on the main body of a document.
On a virtual book, it is sufficient to provide a single button — or pen gesture — so that a reader can
indicate the desire to access extended functionality. A similar observation is also true of the pen itself.
While navigating, the pen is useful every few seconds. After finding the desired page, a typical reader
switches to sustained reading and puts the pen down (or stores it in Lectrice’s pen holder). This transition
is why the pen was rejected as the exclusive device for turning pages.
For years, the advocates of electronic reading media [Nelson1965] have described the benefits of
hypertext, and the dramatic changes that it causes. Instead of reading a narrative linearly, hypertext
makes it easy for a reader to follow a self-directed path through a document, or set of documents.
Experience with Lectrice suggests that the “hypertext revolution” of a shift to entirely self-directed
reading will not happen. Instead people will alternate between self-directed browsing and more
traditional, linear reading. It is therefore important that the user interface of a reading appliance smoothly
supports both kinds of access pattern.

4.2

Transporting electronic documents

One of the benefits of portable reading appliances is that they allow a reader to conveniently transport
many more documents than is possible in hardcopy. One way is to actually carry the documents in (or
with) the device. Alternatively the device can be used to access a document library over a network. A
combination of these methods is also possible: some documents can be carried, with supplemental ones
and updates supplied over a network. This section considers the tradeoffs between transporting hardcopy,
carrying electronic documents and relying on network access.
It is instructive to consider the information content versus the weight for the alternative ways to transport
documents. This comparison is just one way to measure the efficiency of a medium. The study consists
of an informal “back of the envelope” estimate of the number of symbols (an abstraction of letters) and
the weight in kilograms for paper and three implementations of a virtual book. To express the
information content, a “symbol” is defined to be roughly equivalent to a letter but is expanded to take
account of diagrams and pictures. In line with the informality of the calculations, the old adage that “a
picture is worth a thousand words” is applied literally to compute the number of symbols in a document.
The document characteristics used in these calculations were derived from a single technical document,
which was carefully chosen as representative of the class of documents being analysed. Printed double
sided on paper it is 150 sheets and weighs 600g. The document contains 500,000 text symbols (mostly in
10 point Times Roman typeface), aggregated into 90,000 words. The average word (string of connected
symbols) is between five and six symbols; therefore, each illustration is considered to contain five
thousand symbols. The document has 20 drawings (considering only figures with significantly more
information than the text that they contain), equivalent to about 100,000 symbols. So the document has a
total of 600,000 symbols. To calculate the weight of the electronic forms of the document it was
encoded in Adobe’s PDF format, which uses LZW compression to use minimal storage space.
Figure 16 shows the graph of weight versus symbols using the ratios found in the sample document. Both
axes of the graph are logarithmic. The horizontal axis ranges from a short memo (one thousand symbols)
to the size of a jumbo jet repair manual (more than ten billion symbols). The vertical axis goes from one
gram (about one quarter of a standard sheet) to hundreds of tons. Four lines are plotted. The first is for
Xerox 4024 DP paper (20 pound, 8.5 by 11 inches, printed on both sides). The second shows Lectrice
with the RoamAbout radio LAN interface attached. The other two are based on the estimated weight of a
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virtual book built in current technology, one assuming that the device has a CD-ROM drive and sufficient
CDs to hold all the symbols, the other assuming a current radio LAN interface.
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Figure 16: Information content against weight.

Although they are informal, the approximations yield some interesting rules of thumb. First, the diagonal
line with large dashes shows that paper (Xerox 4024 DP is standard printer/photocopier paper) is a very
efficient medium for small numbers of symbols. According to the metric, paper can carry about one
thousand symbols per gram. At 75 grams per square meter, each sheet weighs about 4.5 grams, and can
carry 4500 symbols. It is very hard for any electronic device to compete with a single sheet of paper.
Paper is amazing in its flexibility: if one wanted to carry just a single symbol, it would be possible to cut
out a 0.001 gram quantity with an ordinary pair of scissors. At the other extreme, a mechanic who
wanted to carry a paper version of the jumbo jet repair manual would be unable to carry 11 metric tons of
paper even using a forklift.
Although it does not compare with a single sheet of paper, the electronic format becomes competitive in
the range of information that people typically carry. The graph suggests that virtual books become lighter
than paper somewhere in the 300-600 page range. It is not hard to find people carrying this amount of
paper in their briefcase: a couple of technical or business documents and a couple of magazines can
easily land right in the middle of this range. With a battery and a radio frequency network card Lectrice
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weighs 2.7kg. Users found this configuration heavier than they would like while they were reading, but
they did appreciate being able to “carry” a virtually unlimited number of documents for the same weight
as four documents similar to the sample one. A virtual book built with commodity technology available
in 1998 (vb-1998 + Radio LAN) — represented by the line with dots and dashes — would weigh about
1.2kg. This device would be an acceptable weight during reading. As well as being lighter, the newer
virtual book would also be thinner than Lectrice: about 2.5cm compared to 4.5cm. Current technology
makes the hypothetical device similar in both weight and thickness to two copies of the sample
document. Assuming adequate radio network coverage, both of these devices could provide access to
documents as large as the jumbo jet repair manual.
Unfortunately, it is not yet possible to rely on radio networks, especially in harsh environments such as
the airport tarmac, hangars or factory floors. A virtual book with a CD-ROM reader, rather than a radio
network, might be more suitable. The CD-ROM reader would be slightly thicker and heavier (by about
200g), making this virtual book weigh 1.4kg, assuming that it is built in 1998 technology. On the graph,
the solid line represents such a device (vb-1998 + CD-ROM). With just one CD, this virtual book would
be able to carry up to almost 300 million symbols, equivalent to 300kg or 70,000 sheets of paper. Over
this limit, the need to change disks makes use a bit more cumbersome. The jumbo jet mechanic would
need a set of 40 CD-ROMs (weighing 600g) to hold the entire manual. The other advantages of the
electronic format, such as the ease of searching this mountain of documentation, should more than make
up for this inconvenience. Since the end of the Virtual Book project, DVD-ROM products have become
available with similar cost and weight to CD-ROMs, but five times the storage capacity. These would
reduce the number of disks required for the jumbo jet manual to 8, weighing just 120g.

4.3

Publishing electronic documents

Assuming the willingness of readers to accept electronic formats, every step of the publication process
(authoring, editing, production, replication, storage, delivery, archiving, and disposal) can be performed
without consuming or transporting paper. The front end of the process is already largely electronic. As
the weight and cost of virtual books and their media decrease, the relative cost of paper will continue to
increase. It will be both cheaper and more convenient to acquire books in their electronic form. The
success of Amazon.com [www.amazon.com] has started to demonstrate that readers are willing to buy
books online. Several companies have recently announced their intentions to produce electronic
books.These trends suggest that virtual books will allow electronic media to replace many paper
documents.
While virtual books remove a primary impediment to electronic publication, a number of challenges still
remain. The ease of duplicating electronic documents reduces publishing costs by orders of magnitude,
but also makes it much easier to violate copyright laws. Ease of duplication, combined with digital
media’s resistance to signal degradation, also makes archival easy—for the lifetime of an electronic
format. Unfortunately, the rapid improvement in technology makes digital media and formats
notoriously short-lived. Any long-term, electronic archival scheme requires a strategy for converting to
new formats as they emerge. Given the improvements in physical storage density, upgrading to a new
format can often be justified just by decreasing the long-term cost of storage. (How many CD-ROMs
would it take to hold all of the data ever stored on punch cards?) On balance, the physical benefits of
digital media far outweigh the impediments to electronic publication.
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4.4

Beyond Print

Virtual books—and other portable information appliances—do not merely emulate paper documents, but
can extend them by making use of the dynamic nature of the electronic medium. Some of the new
capabilities will consist of straightforward combinations of traditional text documents with other media.
Others allow the document to adapt to the reader.
A prime benefit of the dynamic nature of the electronic version of documents is that they can be quickly
formatted to fit the capabilities of the desired display medium and the reader’s preferences. Just as paperbased books range in size from small pocket diaries to large blueprints, virtual books can come in many
sizes. Paper documents are designed to match their final size, but this is not necessary in the electronic
version. If the document is represented in a markup language (such as SGML or HTML), rather than a
page description language (like PostScript or PDF), both layout and rendering can be done to match the
display. The same document can be moved between different sized devices and it will continue to be
legible.
Dynamic formatting of documents also gives the ability for them to change to suit the needs of the reader.
When presented with a Lectrice displaying a document with very a small typeface, one executive asked,
“Where is the bifocal option?” The motivation behind his question was clear: virtual books should be
able to adapt a document to the needs of the reader. On Lectrice, a simple button press increased the
magnification of the document, and satisfied his request. It turns out this dynamic behavior is common.
When using the Acrobat reader to browse through a document, people typically work in the standard
view with all the toolbars and navigation aids showing. When readers make the transition from browsing
to sustained reading, they typically switch to full screen mode (making the appearance very close to
Lectk). In a sense, the document changes to meet the immediate needs of the reader
To some extent, the familiarity and dominance of paper hinders dynamic reformatting of electronic
documents. Graphic designers still primarily target paper when they design documents and they think in
terms of this static medium, carefully planning the arrangement of text and graphics. This traditional
approach to document design affects electronic documents in two ways. First, documents originally
produced on paper and later scanned are hard to resize. Second, conventional design ideas impact digital
document formats. HTML, originally defined as a markup language, now contains a number of
constructs (like fixed size frames) that make resulting documents more rigid, compared to documents
without such constructs. As electronic media and information appliances proliferate, the effects of paperoriented design will decrease. In the near term, however, virtual books must credibly render traditional
documents, as well as demonstrating the value of documents that can adapt to different media.
Dynamic rendering is only a simple example of the possible interaction between readers and documents.
In addition to modifying how a document’s text is presented, readers can interact with the content itself.
For example, as the pen touches each box in an electronic crossword puzzle, the virtual book can display
the associated clue. When used for instruction rather than entertainment (as is the puzzle shown in
Figure 17), puzzles might correct students’ answers as they are entered.
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Figure 17: Filling out a Web based crossword.
Active textbooks [GDL1993, BN1996] are a more persuasive example of the benefits of interactive
documents. Such documents allow teachers and students to work together, for example viewing and
manipulating the state of algorithm animations. Teachers can use active textbooks to demonstrate
concepts to students. After class, students can work at their own pace replaying the lecture material,
using the animation to understand concepts, and doing related homework. While these methods have
been in common use in university computer science departments for years, wide deployment of virtual
books will allow these techniques to be used as early as elementary school.
The animation used in active textbooks is a form of multimedia. Audio and video can also be used in
presenting an electronic document. A popular demonstration on Lectrice simultaneously plays music and
displays the program notes associated with the recording. The use of mixed media on Web pages further
supports the view that multimedia provides a powerful way to communicate the message of a document.
Web-based catalogs and product brochures make effective use of multimedia: videos, animations, three
dimensional models and audio clips are all used to entice customers. Unfortunately, it is easy to misuse
the power of electronic documents. The Web has all too many examples of documents that needlessly
blink, throb, spin, and talk. The challenge is to use the new mechanisms judiciously, improving the
reader’s experience, rather than drawing attention to the format itself.
To some extent, paper is already an interactive medium. Readers annotate documents for their own use,
for communicating with colleagues, or for the benefit of the original authors. On paper, this task is easy
but destructive. For example, many students use highlighting as a study tool, but corrupt their textbooks
in the process. Electronic documents can allow markup without damaging the document. A student
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could highlight or make marginal notes in a virtual textbook, and then enable or disable the visibility of
the annotations, as desired. Even though they were just a simple proof-of-concept, Lectk’s PostIt™-style
boxes proved useful for recording annotations about documents.
Annotations on electronic documents need not be limited to textual markup. It would be possible for a
reviewer to record verbal comments and attach them to a document. An icon on a reviewed page could
indicate a related audio—or even video—annotation, and allow the author to play it back. An annotation
system intended for collaboration could collect all types of comments from a number of reviewers, and
present them all to the author. Authors (or other interested readers) might choose to view a document
with no comments, with markups from a single reviewer, or with annotations from multiple editors. In
the latter case, the system could differentiate annotations from different reviewers with the use of color
or other visual techniques.
While the potential applications are persuasive, much work on annotating electronic documents remains.
For example, anchoring annotations is not trivial when documents are dynamically rendered. Consider
the following scenario: a reviewer circles a word on an HTML document. A simple annotation system
might draw the corresponding digital ink at the coordinates of the word on the document window,
oblivious to the underlying content. When the author attempts to look at this annotation, the HTML
renderer could use completely different fonts on a different type of display. The coordinates associated
with the annotation’s digital ink would then be invalid, and placing it usefully would be impossible. This
scenario is just one example of the problems facing digital annotation. Experience with Lectrice suggests
that solving these problems and producing a credible annotation system would be worth the effort.

5

Related Work

The Virtual Book project aimed to integrate a number of technologies: high-quality display, pen input
and handwriting recognition, wireless data communication, low-power design, and the Virtual Paper
document rendering and browsing software. Several of these technologies were developed by vendors in
the laptop computing domain over the preceding five years, and the state of the art in these areas could be
observed at any local computer store. Interaction with a number of component vendors helped resolve
many of the design decisions for Lectrice.
The concept of a portable information appliance was in the public domain long before the project started.
The purpose of this section is not to review the entire history that preceded the Virtual Book Project but
to touch on highlights. Greater detail can be found in the literature. For example, Brad Myers recently
published “A Brief History of Human-Computer Interaction Technology” with many useful references
[Myers1998].
Although many research projects and products predated the Virtual Book, a few visionaries had a
particularly strong impact. For the foreseeable future, Vannevar Bush’s article As We May Think
[Bush1945] will continue to spark the imagination of computer designers. In this article, Bush proposed
“a future device for individual use:”
“A memex is a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and communications,
and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed and flexibility. It is an
enlarged intimate supplement to his memory.
It consists of a desk, and while it can presumably be operated from a distance, it is primarily the
piece of furniture at which he works. On the top are slanting translucent screens, on which material
can be projected for convenient reading. There is a keyboard, and sets of buttons and levers.
Otherwise it looks like an ordinary desk.”
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This vision stayed in the realm of science fiction for a number of years. By 1968, futuristic information
appliances had changed from desk-sized devices to tablet-size ones. The left-hand picture of Figure 18
shows a scene from 2001: A Space Odyssey [Kubr1968]. In this classic movie, the astronauts watch video
programs and read messages on devices about the same size and shape as Lectrice.8

Figure 18: Virtual books as imagined by others.
Thirty years after Bush’s article, Alan Kay and Adele Goldberg published their work on the “interim
Dynabook” [KG1977]. In effect, they had invented a desk-sized system that could perform many tasks,
including much of the functionality of the memex. This paper — published in the mid-1970’s —
described the desired form-factor and functionality of future Dynabooks:
“Imagine having your own self-contained knowledge manipulator in a portable package the size
and shape of an ordinary notebook. Suppose it had enough power to outrace your senses of sight
and hearing, enough capacity to store for later retrieval thousands of page-equivalents of reference
materials, poems, letters, recipes, records, simulations, and anything else you would like to
remember and change.”
Given the capabilities of components that are now produced in volume, Lectrice may very well be the
last “interim Dynabook.” As discussed in Section 4.2, it is now possible to produce a Dynabook-like
product with the required size and weight.
One decade after the Dynabook project, Jerry Kaplan started the GO Corporation, which developed the
AT&T EO Personal Communicator and the Penpoint Operating System [CS1991]. GO significantly
advanced the state-of-the-art in pen-based computing. For example, Penpoint inspired Lectrice’s text
entry mechanism, described in Section 2.4.2.3.
More recent research also influenced specific details of Lectrice’s design. Kantarjiev and others at Xerox
PARC published their experiences with the X Window System in a wireless environment shortly before
the beginning of the Virtual Book project [Kant1993]. James Kempf wrote about integrating handwriting
recognition into Unix at about the same time [Kempf1993].
Several contemporary research projects investigated devices similar to virtual books. The Infopad Project
at UC Berkeley built a similar client with a slightly different focus [Barr1994]. Infopad assumed
permanent network connectivity, resulting in a design
“in which there is no user accessible computation in the portable pad, which not only relieves the
portable unit of the requirement to support a general purpose operating systems (e.g. Windows NT,
8

The small, white logo on the bottom, right corner of each tablet reads “IBM.”
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Unix, etc.), but also eliminates the need for expensive and power hungry mass storage devices,
costly memory and, implicitly, a high speed general purpose processor sub-system.”
Depending on a network for all functionality can also be a disadvantage. Lectrice’s stand-alone mode,
which not possible in the Infopad design, proved to be quite useful, particularly when the device was
used away from the office. Currently the limitations of wireless networks make it impossible to get highspeed network access everywhere. Even if these were overcome, there are likely to be restrictions on
access – for example it is not unreasonable for a company to deny network access to a visiting
competitor.
The Berkeley researchers reached slightly more optimistic conclusions than the Virtual Book project:
“The resistance to reading large amounts of text on a computer screen, instead of paper, is due in
large part to the inconvenience of the usual fixed desktop placement of the screen. However, when
multimedia data formats are incorporated into a document the use of paper becomes obsolete, in
spite of its historical significance and continuing proponents.”
Experience with Lectrice confirms the former statement: a mobile screen eliminates resistance to reading
on-line. The latter conclusion is a bit overstated. While information appliances may eventually make
paper obsolete in business and academic settings, paper will continue to exist in a variety of forms. It
would be hard to imagine a world without engraved invitations, blueprints, or charcoal sketches!
Researchers at the FX Palo Alto Laboratory prototyped a virtual notebook using the Fujitsu Stylistic
1000, a tablet personal computer running Microsoft Windows 95 and Pen Services [SWS1997]. Their
prototype, called Dynomite, accepted both handwritten and audio input. The Dynomite system was used
to investigate user interfaces for taking notes. A virtual book designed for professionals would certainly
benefit from note-taking tools like the ones developed for Dynomite.
Methods for interacting with virtual books will continue to change as handwriting and speech recognition
software matures. Experiments with Lectrice used only contemporary input devices: pen gestures and
buttons for navigation, handwriting recognition for a single-stroke alphabet, and remote speech
recognition for simple command and control. Researchers at the Center for Human-Computer
Communication at the Oregon Graduate Institute have also been examining multimodal (combined pen
and audio) interfaces [ODK1997], making optimistic assumptions about recognition technology. They
have been using tablet devices in user studies that investigate the way that people use speech and writing
to interact with computers. Their studies show that people prefer to alternate between pen and speech
input methods, rather than using just one or the other. Their conclusion of the importance of multimodal
interfaces is supported by the observation that people switch back and forth between using the pen and
buttons when browsing the Web using Lectrice.
For a special issue of Wired Magazine in 1995, Lunar Design produced concept designs for tablet-sized
information appliances [Lunar1995]. The middle picture in Figure 18 shows one of their whimsical
tablets. Knight-Ridder Information Design Lab also prototyped packaging design and interfaces for
devices like Lectrice. Although Knight-Ridder did not prototype a complete appliance, the lab did
produce a video demonstrating the package design and the use of a simulated tablet newspaper
[Martin1995]. The right-hand picture of Figure 18 shows the mock-up used in the video.
Viewed in context, Lectrice is one member of a large family of information appliance prototypes. It was
the first such device tuned for sustained reading, and its use showed that on-line reading can be
comfortable and convenient. The concluding section of this report discusses why this functionality —
combined with technology and interfaces from other research projects — will soon be in the hands of
many readers.
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6

Conclusions

Over the course of the Virtual Book project, Lectrice was used by a number of researchers, served as a
demonstration for customer visits, elicited comments at focus groups, and continued to be shown at trade
shows through 1997. Lectrice became part of the day-to-day computing environment of the project
members, and is still in use in 1998. This experience validated our hypothesis that it is now possible to
build a device tuned for reading and browsing. Experience with Lectrice leads to a number of specific
conclusions about virtual book technology and more general conclusions about the future of virtual
books.

6.1

Displays for virtual books

Virtual books require well-designed user interfaces, low-power but high-performance hardware, and high
density packaging techniques. All of these required elements are available or within the scope of a
talented product development team. As predicted at the beginning of the Virtual Book project, the price
of a suitable high-resolution display will determine the economic viability of the device. To allow
technical and business documents to be read on such a display, users have two requirements: the display
must be large enough to show a full page of information, and each character must be crisply formed.
These requirements translate into thresholds that must be passed to ensure readability. The display needs
to have a diagonal of at least 10 inches and a dot pitch of well above 100 dots per inch. The highresolution (122dpi) Lectrice display was a little above this threshold. Readability is improved by antialiasing the fonts which only requires a few gray levels (a minimum of two in addition to black and
white). However, most Web pages demand a color display. Displays with these characteristics have the
readability required to comfortably read U.S.-letter (or A4) sized documents, and were used widely in the
laptop PC market by the end of the project. Moreover, display manufacturers understand how to make
higher resolutions, and future reading appliances can take advantage of their improvements as soon as
they become available.
Readers were content to use Lectrice to study long technical documents for sustained periods. However,
we discovered that users of notebook computers (and personal digital assistants, or PDAs) had a
preconception that reading from an LCD is hard. Once they saw a high-resolution display they changed
this opinion, but the preconception may present a barrier to adoption of virtual books.

6.2

Important features of virtual books

While there is no doubt that the high-resolution display is the most important component of a virtual
book, a number of other factors are needed to make them successful. A virtual book should support both
existing documents, that are formatted to be printed on paper, and dynamically formatted documents,
designed for on-line use. The device must allow access to large quantities of documents, either over a
network link or using a built-in storage device.
The packaging of a virtual book is of great importance because the device will be held for long periods.
The weight must be less than 3 pounds, and it should be evenly distributed. To allow use in both
landscape and portrait orientations the center of mass should be close to the center of the device. If only a
single orientation is supported the center of mass should be slightly below the centerline. The case has to
feel comfortable; one way to satisfy this requirement is to use a rubberized paint. In addition sharp edges
should be avoided, this poses a challenge in the case design since it is hard to make a thin device that has
curved edges. For some users the device will contribute to their professional image, and style must be
factored in to the design.
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Three primary features are needed in an interface to allow reading for long periods: after a very short
training period, it must be useable without conscious thought; the display must show only the material
being read with nothing to distract the reader’s focus; and page rendering must be fast. Secondary
elements include using visual cues to indicate page-turning direction, providing navigation aids and
allowing annotations on the documents. A general UI observation is that for this type of device pop-ups
are preferable to toolbars because screen real estate is not permanently allocated to the pop-up.
Buttons proved to be ideal for controlling the device during continuous reading, when most users did not
want to hold the pen. One of the advantages of the device is that it allows the reader to shift their body
position, this requires that the buttons be arranged symmetrically to allow easy use with whichever hand
is most convenient. Supporting both landscape and portrait orientations requires symmetrical buttons on
the other edges. The pen is the ideal control device during browsing. It is excellent for navigating
hyperlinks, entering URLs and making control gestures. The preferred way to enter text with the pen is to
write directly on the entry window. The pen interface was much improved by showing the ‘ink’ for a
short time.

6.3

The Global Library: the future of virtual books

There is no better confirmation of the need for virtual books than the emergence of the Web. From the
beginning, this research project focused on electronic documents, but at first, there was no dominant
encoding for documents containing formatted text, hypertext, and images. By the time the prototype
units became ready for sustained use, the most persuasive application was clear: Lectrice makes an
excellent Web browser, primarily displaying documents encoded in HTML and PDF.
There is no longer any question that there is a vast, growing body of documents in electronic format.
This library has both catalogs (e.g. Yahoo) and indexes (e.g. AltaVista). A significant percentage of
business documents are now published as part of the library. The existence of this global library—and
the other benefits of electronic media—will drive the proliferation of virtual books. As information
appliances become more common, the percentage of electronic documents intended for consumers will
grow: novels, reference books, newspapers, directories, and product brochures will all appear on-line.

Figure 19: The team took Lectrice everywhere.
Lectrice has many of the capabilities—rendering high-resolution graphics, playing audio and video,
wired and wireless network connectivity—that will allow virtual books to subsume the role of many
information appliances. The near-term challenge is to provide the right balance of cost, weight, and
functionality. After using Lectrice for several years, it is hard to imagine reading electronic documents
in any other way. Five years hence, virtual books — possibly in the guise of portable Web browsers —
will be familiar information appliances in many offices and homes. We look forward to purchasing
commercially available virtual books in the near future.
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